
May 29, 2019 Updated May 29, 2019 6:29pm PDT Scott Cavell, CEO of a Sacramento-based nutritional
supplements company, has been sentenced to three years in prison, following an illegal weight loss.
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Enhanced Athlete CEO sentenced to 3 years in prison

Testing a diverse cocktail of illegal performance enhancing drugs throughout his life - bodybuilder an
entrepreneur Tony Hughes, also known as Dr. Tony Huge, aims to prove that steroids are the next logical
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step to further human evolution. Chronicling a civil and criminal case against his controversial
supplement company Enhanced Athlete .

'Dr Huge': the champion of dangerous weight-loss drug DNP

"Dr. Tony Huge" is the alter ego of Sacramento-based bankruptcy lawyer Anthony Hughes. In a court
filing, Enhanced Athlete denied that Hughes helped found the company, describing him instead as a .

Bodybuilding supplement company says its facility was raided by FDA

The two men behind Sacramento-based Enhanced Athlete - the company believed to be behind UK sales
of the deadly weight-loss drug DNP - are a former lawyer and champion bodybuilder, known as Dr.

"Dr. Tony Huge" faces lawsuit over supplements claims - Sacramento .



Enhanced Athlete has claimed that Anthony Hughes — a former Sacramento-based bankruptcy attorney
who is known online as "Dr. Tony Huge" — is merely a spokesman for the company. The order to.

Enhanced Athlete CEO sentenced to prison - Natural Products INSIDER

I almost died. I didn't realize that it could damage the heart directly and indirectly. It damages the lungs
and because the lungs get damaged, the heart pressure gets backed up and it damages the heart. " Tony
Huge will undergo more tests to see how to proceed with this issue.

Tony Huge Arrested Youtube Deleted Extradited Us Dna Found Thai Jail .

7 Min Read. Enhanced Athlete CEO Scott Cavell is under federal criminal investigation for the sale of
selective androgen receptor modulators (SARMs), court documents in a civil lawsuit revealed. The
filings also showed the company is fighting the court ordered deposition of its public face Anthony
Hughes, also known as Dr. Tony Huge.



Enhanced Athlete's "Dr. Tony Huge" Ordered Back to the United States .

1. 95K. tony huge dr. tony huge anthony huge perrin fitness straight cody channel deleted on the run
pattaya thailand ladyboy connor murphy. Federal agents have searched the Thailand and Sacramento,
California offices connection with Leo and criminal activities of a corporation that offers SARMs
(selective androgen receptor modulators), such as .



ROIDDERS vs Tony Huge aka Enhanced Athlete SARMS scam

Nicholas Bell - December 19, 2017 FDA is cracking down on Enhanced Athlete supplement brand.
According to Natural Products Insider, on December 6, federal authorities raided the Sacramento,
California facilities of a company associated with "Dr. Tony Huge," that sells SARMs (selective
androgen receptor modulators).

Enhanced Athlete CEO Pleads Guilty to Felony | LegitScript

In our latest GI Exclusive interview, The Anabolic Doc opens up about wanted to debate Tony Huge
directly and debunk Tony's controversial claims about steroids. It's been over a year since we last
connected with Dr. Thomas O'Connor, aka The Anabolic Doc. Since then, Dr. O'Connor appeared in a
National Geographic limited series that .



WATCH ENHANCED - Generation Iron Fitness & Strength Sports Network

Enhanced Athlete faced legal troubles, with the U. S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) accusing the
company of selling misbranded and unapproved drugs. In 2018, Dr. Huge and several other individuals
associated with the company were indicted on charges related to the sale of these substances.



Enhanced Athlete Inc. suggests patrons could harass opposing counsel in .

FDA seizes SARM products in raid of supplement company tied to Dr. Tony Huge Federal authorities
have raided the Sacramento, California facilities of a company that sells SARMs (selective androgen
receptor modulators) like ostarine and is associated with a globetrotting former bankruptcy lawyer with
a colorful nickname and lifestyle.



FDA Raids Dr. Tony Huge's Enhanced Athlete Facilities - Generation Iron

Time: The New Year's Eve Ball is raised to the top of a pole at One Times Square around 6 p. m. ET,
and it's released at 11:59 p. m. to make its 60-second drop to celebrate the new year. How to .

INTERVIEW: The Anabolic Doc Wants To Debate Tony Huge & Debunk His .

Despite his "Dr. Huge" alias, Anthony Hughes — the bankruptcy-lawyer-turned-bodybuilder — does
not have any formal medical training. He sold his law firm, Hughes Financial Law, in January of.



enhanced athlete dnp ended up almost dead

Enhanced Athlete : Tony Huge co-founded Enhanced Athlete with Scott Cavell in 2015. Cavell was a
convicted fraudster at that time and had already spent time in Irish and US prisons for running a $7. 4
million mortgage fraud scheme. After the start of Enhanced Athlete, Tony got his Doctor nickname even
though he is not a medical doctor.



Tony Huge: "I May Have Just Had A Heart Attack" - Generation Iron

"Dr. Tony Huge" is the alter ego of Sacramento-based bankruptcy lawyer Anthony Hughes. . was
sentenced to five years in prison and ordered to pay $7. 4 million in restitution. He was released .



FDA seizes SARM products - Natural Products INSIDER

Nov 15, 2020 #1 Hi Everyone on evo, I just wanted to warn you guys about enhanced athlete and Dr.
Tony Huge. this guy is a scam artist and should be in jail. I thought he was cool so i trusted him and
ordered his DNP.

Scott Cavell, CEO of Sacramento-based Enhanced Athlete, arrested .

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. , U. S. , April 16, 2018 / EINPresswire / -- A federal judge has ordered
supplement company Enhanced Athlete to produce Anthony Hughes (aka "Dr. Tony Huge") for
deposition in the United States, in an order dated April 16. Hughes, who has been alleged to promote
SARMs and DNP in multiple lawsuits filed by a competitor .



Enhanced Athlete SARMs investigation - Natural Products INSIDER

3 years ago by Christian Duque The title of this article is just one of many choice phrases used in this
new National Geographic documentary "Trafficked - Takeaways: Steroids" all about Dr. Tony Huge.
Yeah, I know he's not a doctor, but he has a JD.



Enhanced Athlete ordered to bring 'Dr. Tony Huge' back to U. S. for .

In 2009, Cavell was involved in a multimillion-dollar mortgage scheme with Roseville-based Loomis
Wealth Solutions. He was a fugitive until 2012, when Ireland authorities arrested him on marijuana .

Trafficked - The Man Behind The Needle? - IronMag Bodybuilding .

The company's flagship website has marketed selective androgen receptor modulators ( SARMs ), as
described in a February 2018 deposition of Enhanced Athlete brand ambassador Tony Hughes (aka "Dr.
Huge"), who has been suspected of being involved in the operation.



What Happened To Dr Tony Huge - Endante

His listed stats at his peak were 5'10'' and 240 pounds. He did sport a very good physique for someone
who is a former attorney. He has spent a lot of the time the past few years overseas in South Asia
partying, bar hopping, and hiding out from the American authorities. Legal problems, selling fake
products



Where to watch the New Year's Eve 2023 ball drop and . - NBC News

Oct 18, 2021 #2 Damn roidders you just burned tony huge. I heard about swisschems. is, he was
promoting them then they stole money and ran. the word on the street is tony huge ran swiss chems
behind the scenes then stole all the money and exit scammed. He sending people fake tracking numbers
to keep collecting money. Mobster Staff Moderator

Dr Tony Huge Net Worth, Age, How old【 Wiki Bio 】Height, Dead?

Its website remains active and features pictures of Charles Anthony Hughes, a colorful figure also
known as "Dr. Tony Huge," whose role at the company has been the subject of debate in civil litigation
between Enhanced Athlete and Nutrition Distribution, a marketer of sports nutrition products.
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